Guest Editor Checklist before upload to FTP site

**VERY IMPORTANT**

It is the sole responsibility of the Guest Editor to ensure that the papers uploaded to the FTP site are of suitable quality and follow the Procedia guide for authors and paper templates exactly. Elsevier **will not check** these uploaded papers for completeness before sending them forward for typesetting. Any errors present in papers at upload will be incorporated at the typesetting phase as no proofs will be sent to the authors or guest editors. After the papers are published on ScienceDirect, errors cannot be corrected.

**Checklist**

- Are all papers ready for upload (refer number specified in contract*)?
- Do all papers use the supplied Procedia Word paper template?
- Is the ‘Manuscript tracking form’ complete with all fields filled in (this is vital as we will use this form to determine the running order of all the Procedia papers)
- Is there an editorial for this procedia? Please note all materials to be published in the issue should be submitted together with papers.
- Exclusive Licence to Publish: Elsevier has automated the licence transfer from authors. However, please forward any copyright communication you receive via email to the Journal Manager managing the issue

*Note: Please insert the journal acronym and issue short title in the subject line in your emails/responses to ProcediaPCC@elsevier.com*